Urban History: Retrospect and Prospect

Michael H. Ebner

Youthful, growing, and buoyant, yet filled with apprehension—this is an apt description of the state of American urban history. Research agendas continue to be propounded in the pages of learned journals, wherein practitioners discourse on investigations past, present, and future. But a truly major figure in the subfield, Stephan Thernstrom—whose name is most often associated with the rubric "new urban history" of the late 1960s—recently observed, "I've stopped labeling myself an urban historian at all." To some this pronouncement suggests a danger signal, it also can be interpreted as reflecting a healthy environment that encourages introspection and discourages complacency. Following the substantive and methodological "great leap forward" of the 1960s, to which Thernstrom clearly contributed in significant ways, the time appears propitious to pause, to reexamine. Michael Frisch recently remarked, justifiably, that a review and preview is especially pertinent to urban history.
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because the subfield has loomed so importantly in the ascent of its parent field of social history.  

This analysis, then, has several purposes. It provides some recapitulation of the development of urban history, although the historiography has been covered several times over in substantially more detail as well as depth. It is also an assessment of the subfield in its current circumstances, followed by an estimation that ventures to ruminate on its immediate future. In the course of this exploration, attention will be devoted to those issues—largely methodological and primarily evolving in the late sixties—which have prompted debate.

To appreciate the youthful character of the subfield it is informative to examine data on the granting of doctoral degrees. Between 1882 and 1974, doctorates were awarded to 1,417 candidates for research broadly classifiable as urban history. Of these, 76.4 percent [1,089] have been granted since 1950, 32 percent [453] in the decade 1960–1969, and 29.1 percent [413] in the four-year period 1970–1974.  

In 1952 only six historians—Oscar Handlin, W. Stull Holt, Allan Nevins, Bessie Louise Pierce, Arthur M. Schlesinger, Sr., and Bayrd Still—taught or had taught courses on the American city at colleges or universities. The Urban History Group, a loosely organized association formed in 1953, issued its first newsletter the next year. Fourteen years later at least 50 institutions of higher education offered courses on urban history, while 150 reported that "provisions existed or were in prospect" for the same. Today, of course, urban history is virtually a staple.

A corresponding measure of development is the interest of academic publishers. Urban historians lacked a textbook until the publication of Charles N.  


c R. David Weber and Donna C. Belli, Dissertations in Urban Studies: The Historical Dimension [Ann Arbor [1975]], v–xii. The compilation of data is only partially complete for 1974; it includes many titles that can be considered urban history only by applying the broadest possible definition. For an analysis of more than 550 dissertation, see Conzen, "Community Studies, Urban History, and American Local History," 287. Also useful is Urban Problems: A Catalog of Dissertations [Ann Arbor, 1974].

Glaab and A. Theodore Brown's *History of Urban America* in 1967. Fourteen years later, a revised edition of this pioneer text is one of several such books, joined by a number of anthologies. Also in 1967, Oxford University Press inaugurated its monographic series on "Urban Life in America" under the general editorship of Richard C. Wade. Eleven years later, when its conclusion was announced ("I didn't want to get into editing books for the rest of my life just because we had a series," said Wade), twenty-four volumes had been published. Somewhat similar, if less ambitious, series have been sponsored by Harvard University Press, Johns Hopkins University Press, and Kennikat Press. Meanwhile, the initial number of the quarterly *Journal of Urban History* appeared in 1974, followed the next year by *Urbanism Past & Present*, semianual successor to the newsletter of the Urban History Group. From England comes an annual *Urban History Yearbook* and from Canada a quarterly *Urban History Review/Revue D'Histoire Urbain*.

Urban history as a recognized subfield of scholarly inquiry dates from 1940 when Schlesinger published a landmark article, "The City in American History," expounding upon the wide range of possibilities for urban research within the broader scope of the national experience. Significant though Schlesinger's article was, it inspired a timely rejoinder by William Diamond. Alluding to the distortion of Frederick Jackson Turner's "frontier thesis," he expressed dismay at the overly inclusive definition of urban history advanced by Schlesinger. It would be ill conceived, Diamond argued, to claim that virtually every event or phenomenon within a city qualified for inclusion. "Unless the concept 'city' is carefully analyzed," he wrote, "students, in their enthusiasm for a fresh and attractive reinterpretation of American history, may make of the 'city' another 'frontier' and fall into the difficulties inherent in Turner's 'hazy


and shifting concept." From the very inception of the subfield, therefore, questions of scope and definition confronted urban historians.

Ironically, another dimension of Turner's scholarship—his attention to population as key to comprehending the evolution of American society—has had an important, if indirect, influence on the writing of urban history. It is revealed in the continuing essays, beginning in 1955, of Eric Lampard. Trained as an economic historian at the London School of Economics and at the University of Wisconsin, he once ascribed to himself the role of "critic" rather than "practicing" urban historian. Labels aside, his scholarship stands absolutely essential to the subfield, in recent years gaining recognition of international proportions.

Urbanization is Lampard's signal word. Alluding to the so-called city-biography genre in vogue with urban historians since the 1940s, he has contended that cities should not be examined as a series of "problems," be they social, economic, or political. Rather, "we need a more comprehensive and searching theory of 'community' in order to ascertain what is generically 'urban' or otherwise in the American experience." As the beginning point—and here we see the Turnsonian influence—he stressed the study of population. Lampard advocated the formulation of an "ecological complex" containing quantified data on population, economics, and physical resources as well as reliance upon social scientific concepts to facilitate, where necessary, interpretation. Lampard's objective was to understand cities as "a continuum of many interacting elements...a culturally ordered and transmitted whole." He claimed that "a definition of urbanization in terms of population concentration provides a framework for the study of cities, which is relatively unambiguous."13


12 On Eric Lampard's career, see Stave, Making of Urban History, 253-90.

Aspects of Lampard's prospectus aroused criticism. Particularly forceful was Roy Lubove, a historian of urban planning and environment, who was skeptical about the analysis of cities based upon vast stores of quantified data. Addressing himself to Lampard, he stated: "Urbanization . . . is an abstraction." Central to Lubove's concern was the possibility of an overly zealous quantifier diminishing the importance of "the city as an artifact." While granting the importance of assembling the statistically based "ecological complex" pronounced by Lampard, Lubove was bothered by the prospect for "minimizing the role of behavioral and subjective phenomena as change-agents." Hence, because of its restrictiveness, he would replace the concept of urbanization as defined by Lampard with that of city-building because the latter allowed for incorporation of "subjective, attitudinal variables." Lubove concluded: "I have used the term 'city-building' . . . in order to emphasize the weight attached to the literal process of environmental formulation. This implies not only a concern for what geographers call the urban 'site,' but for the whole range of city-building mechanisms: architecture and landscape architecture, housing and housing finance, the real estate market and realty institutions, transportation, communication, public health and sanitation, industrial technology, and business organization."

Lampard quickly digested the criticism. In a paper delivered within a year of Lubove's article he again stressed the primacy of the "ecological complex." Moreover, he set forth an inclusive schema for studying any given city within a regional and national framework. [At the time Lampard disavowed the notion that this represented his own, distinctive functional definition of urban history, but in reflecting on his scholarly contributions several years later he admitted, "There I was letting it all hang out. . . . it's my sort of grand construction of the thing."] At the foundation were "four continuously interacting elements": population, topography, economy, and social organization. Then came three factors labeled "the civic polity and culture": political process, civic leadership, and civic culture. Next was an examination of external relations between a community and its social environs, followed by an analysis of the "image" of the city. Finally, and here Lubove's contribution was approvingly incorporated, historians needed to consider the city-building process and "the legal integument." "The key to . . . advances in historical understanding," Lampard concluded, "resides in a greater appreciation of the


'symbiotic' ties between individual communities and the social systems that sustain them.'"16

Thus by the late 1960s urban history had reached a critical juncture. The cumulative writings of Lampard called practitioners to bring greater conceptual clarity to their research. Simultaneously, the confluence of two external and initially unrelated factors proved catalytic. The ghetto riots in American cities and the disillusionment with the nation's military role in Southeast Asia profoundly affected the nature of scholarship.14 In fact, surely among the most distinguishing features of social science research in the second half of the 1960s was that once again, as in the first third of the twentieth century, the American city became a focal point. "As such origins suggest," reflects Kathleen Neils Conzen, "much of this urban history was empirical and problem-oriented; studies proliferated of individual city growth and of pathological aspects of urban life—social tensions, inadequate services, minority discrimination, political corruption." After all, as the social historian Herbert G. Gutman had aptly observed in 1968, "however carefully the present is studied and however refined the techniques of analysis, the present is not fully comprehended if the past is ignored or distorted."17

Amidst this political and intellectual ferment, the appellation new urban history became au courant. It can be traced to a Yale University conference on nineteenth-century industrial cities in 1968 that led to the publication of Nineteenth-Century Cities: Essays in the New Urban History, edited by Thernstrom and Richard Sennett. Thernstrom's monograph published four years earlier, Poverty and Progress: Social Mobility in a Nineteenth Century City, was then receiving considerable attention because of its substantive and methodological contributions. Participants in the conference, as the editors' introduction to the collection put it, were engaged in "deepening our understanding of the lives of men and women living in dense urban settlements undergoing explosive growth and structural transformation." Clearly they were influenced in part by the ideological milieu of the times, which prompted interest in "the social dimensions of urbanization." Among the topics covered


were family structure, social and political control by elites, residential and ecological patterns, and social class and mobility.\textsuperscript{18}

What was less clear about \textit{Nineteenth-Century Cities}, Thernstrom observed within two years after the collection's publication, was the precise meaning of the new urban history. To be sure, as he readily pointed out, much of the existing scholarship was "deficient": it lacked "breadth and analytical rigor," and it primarily examined the "visible, articulate elements . . . rather than the masses of ordinary people." As to what was actually new, Thernstrom argued that it was the discovery of source materials—manuscript census schedules, city directories, tax lists—that would yield abundant data to be analyzed quantitatively on hitherto ignored members of society. One "possibly misleading feature of the phrase, 'the new urban history,'" he then hastened to add, lies with the term 'urban,' which seems to imply that this is a distinctive specialized field of historical inquiry. I am doubtful about that. The city is a distinctive legal entity, and there are certain phenomena peculiar to it. But the decisive features of urban life in modern times are not spatially distributed in a way that justifies urban history, or for that matter urban sociology, as a special field. . . . It is important . . . to recognize that most of the subjects that have preoccupied the new urban historians . . . are not confined to the city, and should not be approached as if they were.

As for a functional definition, Thernstrom contended, "The ultimate aim . . . is to understand how and why the complex changes suggested by the concept 'urbanization' reshaped society. Urban history . . . lies squarely within the domain of social history, and for the student of modern society it is nearly coterminous with social history." In fact, Thernstrom anticipated criticism of his own scholarship on mobility. His critics would claim that he did not treat communities—Newburyport in \textit{Poverty and Progress} and Boston in his Bancroft Prize-winning \textit{The Other Bostonians}—as distinctive urban entities; more than anything, else his work came to be viewed as narrowly conceived case studies of one aspect of social history.\textsuperscript{19} One might even conjecture that Thernstrom's subsequent disavowal of the label urban historian is related to this criticism of his work. But this is getting ahead of our story.


In 1968—as it happened, just one month before the Yale conference—Sam Bass Warner, Jr., published a singularly important conceptual article, "If All the World Were Philadelphia: A Scaffolding for Urban History, 1774–1930." By studying the city in a holistic framework he appeared to be avoiding the criticism made of Ternstrom. On one level Warner offered what amounted to a quantified model, which could be adopted elsewhere, of one city’s economy as it related to social organization at three distinct chronological points, 1774, 1860, and 1930. Another objective, borrowed from Lewis Mumford, was to analyze Philadelphia's history as it related to the sequences of technological evolution rather than to political benchmarks. Warner created a typology for examining what he called "the process of Atlantic urbanization." Hence, any city in the region could be placed in local, national, and international perspective. "Urban history," he contended, "still lacks a study of the succession of urban environments for any major city and the custom of research that would allow a reader to compare the history of one city to the history of any other." Although the author judiciously refrained from attaching labels to his handiwork, he clearly sought to resolve the definitional muddle perplexing fellow scholars. "This article," proclaimed Warner, "is offered as the first attempt to discover and arrange the data for one large modern city in such a way that historians may find evidence of the processes they have long speculated upon." That same year came Warner's Bancroft Prize monograph, The Private City: Philadelphia in Three Periods of Its Growth. Together with the contributions of Ternstrom, Warner's scholarship seemed to signal the full-fledged arrival of urban history.

The notion of a new urban history instantaneously became a catchall of considerable popularity in the aftermath of what amounted to a double-barreled infusion of innovation. Everyone seemed to be doing it, or so it appeared. When the Mathematical Social Science Board organized a symposium at the University of Wisconsin at Madison in June 1970, the subsequent volume of conference papers was entitled The New Urban History: Quantitative Explorations by American Historians. Yet despite the identification with the adjective "new" that had been born at Yale, Leo F. Schnore, editor of the volume, later wrote that "the only real consensus achieved . . . was that an 'old-new' distinction was insufficient to embrace much of the urban-historical work that was going on in the 1960s." Reflecting on the narrow scope of scholarship included in the collection—urban stratification, mobility, and spatial patterns, in particular—he alluded to his sometime collaborator Lampard in reporting that what had not yet emerged as a major concern were "broader questions concerning the evolving institutional structure of the American city." Hence the irony of a volume entitled The New Urban History, but containing

---

Schnore's candid admission that "it is not presently possible to offer a comprehensive and synthetic statement of what is transpiring under the rubric 'the new urban history.' Topically, the field is extremely diverse. ... There is no unitary subject matter, nor problem, nor method. One cannot fashion an agenda for a field that is so new and subject to radical innovations." 21

How then do we describe the state of American urban history by the early 1970s? One practitioner claimed that "conceptual chaos" reigned. Another lamented the absence of a unifying figure, like Turner for historians of the frontier, remarking that "legions are at work on endless and often minute research projects, but no grand framework of the American urban past and its impact on American society and culture ... appears." An editorial in the first number of the *Journal of Urban History* observed: "The editors view urban history inclusively; they are willing, at this point in the development of the discipline, to encourage any potentially fruitful lines of inquiry. They are receptive to varied methodologies, and they are concerned about the history of cities and urban societies. ... As one of the members of the editorial board has noted, 'urban history is a big tent.'" 22

This brings us, then, to an assessment of urban history at the moment. Frisch has suggested that something of a division exists: one group of practitioners has fastened on the history of urbanization, another on the relationship between urbanization and the broader history of the United States. 23 Unquestionably, those studying the history of urbanization stand on the cutting edge of the subfield. Nonetheless, essential to the future development of urban history is continued collaboration and mutual respect between specialists and generalists. What is to be avoided is a situation in which those working on the frontier of knowledge will construct methodological barriers preventing others from contributing to the growth and vitality of urban history. Specifically, the subfield should not come to resemble the highly technical scholarship of econometricians. 24

Central to this concern is the approach suggested very recently by Theodore Hershberg's boldly entitled article, "The New Urban History: Toward an

---


23 Frisch, "L'histoire urbaine américaine," 880.

Interdisciplinary History of the City." Like other propagators of research manifestos, he laments past failures, in this instance the lack of a "scheme of conceptualization" for studying the urban experience. The promising starts of a decade ago found in the work of Warner and Thernstrom proved less productive than anticipated. The city must be studied, notes Hershberg, as process rather than as site. "Our goal . . . is to conceive of the city in active terms. We must move beyond static cross-sections and disconnected pieces of the urban experience." By way of definition, he concludes: "Urban as process should be thought of as the dynamic modeling of the interrelationships among environment, behavior, and group experience—three basic components in the larger urban system."25

The first troublesome aspect on the Hershberg agenda is the heavy, indeed zealous reliance upon collaboration as the mode for researching "urban as process." He contends that the new urban history must be interdisciplinary, integrating the efforts of demographers, sociologists, geographers, and economists with historians. This aspect of his agenda, of course, stems from his role as director of the Philadelphia Social History Project (PSHP), a herculean enterprise (at least by the standards of historians) funded since 1969 by federal research agencies. What Hershberg labels an "interdisciplinary research culture" stands essential, in his opinion, to future scholarly endeavors. "To ignore it further," he claims, "dooms us to continued frustration. Unless new institutional mechanisms are developed to support interdisciplinary collaborative research, our knowledge about cities will remain hopelessly fragmented."26 Realistically, the PSHP cannot be widely emulated. Admireable though it is as a model for pursuing large-scale historical research, the political economy will support only rare replications of the "culture" it is dependent upon. The PSHP can best be thought of as an alternate route among several possibilities, not as the sole access into the city.

A second troublesome dimension of the Hershberg agenda is the conception of "urban as process." It has been focused almost exclusively upon research concerns derivative from the ecological approach to urban history heralded by Lampard in the late 1950s. Despite the scholarly ferment spawned by the upheavals in the national and urban political cultures of the late 1960s, until very recently the associates of PSHP have appeared relatively uninterested in studying "power relationships in society."27 For whatever reasons, this defi-

ciency now appears in the process of being remedied as Hershberg and his collaborators pursue "public policy" questions au courant with federal research agencies.28

The final and most important problem with Hershberg's research agenda is the role of quantification. Undeniably, it is essential. But one only has to peruse the pages of the *Journal of Economic History* or the *American Political Science Review* to be introduced to the perils of what Lampard has aptly labeled *quantifiers*. Ironically, Lampard and Thernstrom, the two scholars who stimulated the genre known among urban historians as the work of "the accountants," have best placed quantification in proper perspective. Both value its utility, yet admonish practitioners and their apprentices to beware of its limitations. Each views quantification as a means to an end, with Lampard urging "'an end to quantificating,' or huffing and puffing about quantification," and Thernstrom speaking of himself as a quantifier of "the more chastened variety." In different ways, moreover, both urge renewed devotion to the writing of a readable literature of urban history. Lampard's invocation of the sociologist Charles Horton Cooley is especially to the point. "Use diagrams, by all means, use classification, use maps, curves, statistics," wrote Cooley, "—and forget them. These are methods of manipulating the material. . . . But the materials themselves are living wholes which can only be apprehended by a trained sympathy in contact with them. And when you have reached your conclusions, no presentation of them is adequate that does not restore the facts to their human reality."29

Happily for urban historians, and even more so for historians of the American experience writ broadly, calls for literate, comprehensible scholarship are being heeded. A fine example is Stuart M. Blumin's *The Urban Threshold: Growth and Change in a Nineteenth-Century American Community*. A study of Kingston in New York's Hudson River Valley, it is based at least in part on substantial, sometimes rather sophisticated, quantitative analysis. Although once associated with the new urban history, Blumin today unquestionably fits into the category of a "chastened" accountant.30 He has made ample use of

---


statistical data, yet he does not overwhelm the reader. Compared with the scholarship produced by the new urban historians, *The Urban Threshold* is graced with a narrative in the traditional sense. Significantly, Blumin also made a systematic exploration of *lettristic* evidence (to borrow Eric Lampard’s word), whereas Hershberg and Thernstrom rely almost exclusively on quantifiable sources. “National census tabulations,” Blumin instructs, “quickly yield the quantitative dimensions of urban growth . . . but only a careful reading of a variety of local documents can suggest ways of interpreting the consequences of growth.” His objective is “to examine at close range—in the real environment of daily social life—the broad social and economic changes that swept across the American landscape.” In doing so he has artfully bridged the strictures of social science and the values of humanistic expression. If not the most important book of its type—Kingston, after all, ranked fifty-sixth in population for 1860—*The Urban Threshold* achieved a literary mark worthy of emulation.

A very different type of book—Warner’s *The Way We Really Live: Social Change in Metropolitan Boston since 1920*—is an avowed attempt to alter the nature of scholarship produced by urban historians. No ordinary monograph, it was originally a lecture series at the Boston Public Library underwritten by the National Endowment for the Humanities. One of its fundamental contributions is that it continues the author’s long-established goal of educating non-academic audiences. “If history would accept its universality and come out of its academic hiding places to meet its many audiences,” he wrote in 1972 while setting forth his own “agenda” for the subfield, “there would be much for it to do and we could once again speak of history as a useful art.” In no sense, however, is this volume a piece of claptrap prepared for traditional local history buffs. Rather, it is an altogether serious effort to suggest directions that practitioners might eschew if left to their own predilections.32

Warner’s approach to urban history is in the tradition of regional science. He ventures beyond Boston’s corporate limits, asking readers to think about their circumstances in a three-state, twenty-six-county, six-million-person metropolitan network. The discerning eye catches the influence of Lampard and, for that matter, Turner.33 Whatever the author’s concern in any given

33 For an earlier development of this theme, see Sam Bass Warner, Jr., and Sylvia Fleisch, “The Past of Today’s Present: A Social History of America’s Metropolises, 1960-1860,” *Journal of Urban History*, 3 (Nov. 1976), 3-117. For a global approach to urban history, see Eric E. Lampard,
chapter—demography, geography, economics, ecology, politics, or mass culture—he contends with the central urban place in its relationship to the surrounding metropolis. Most case studies, by contrast, conventionally investigate constricted municipal entities. 34

A capsule overview of The Way We Really Live illustrates Warner’s approach. Metropolitan population analysis, as suggested already, provides the starting place. It is followed by a two-pronged discussion of the regional economy, focusing on family life and occupational structure. Then comes an unexpected turn, no matter the audience. Warner launches into a natural history of Boston and environs built on the “Peacable Kingdom” metaphor of the nineteenth-century artist Edward Hicks. He touches upon bird life, predatory rodents, climate, ground cover, forestation, and water, often moving back and forth between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries for sake of contrast. This section, in particular, suggests an altogether new terrain that urban historians might explore. From this evolves a more conventional visit to the “Metropolitan Zoo”—Warner’s euphemism for the difficult, confounding politics of environmental control and planning. Finally, he turns to the “symbolic climate.” Drawing upon fiction (E. M. Forster, F. Scott Fitzgerald, John Updike) and popular culture, he muses on the individual within Boston and its surrounding region as envisioned in print and graphic media since 1920. Indeed, the skills and knowledge Warner brings to this book are subordinated to his overarching goal: helping audiences—in the library lecture hall, in living rooms, in classrooms, and in places where policy is formed—to understand The Way We Really Live. Warner has succeeded in writing a book attractive, at once, to specialists and generalists among urban historians, as well as to readers of nonacademic stripes who desire to study modern urban society in historical perspective.

Although the urban historian’s pursuit of definition and maturity has encountered pitfalls, this assessment of the subfield’s current circumstances remains optimistic. Granted that the highly selective substantive focus of the

new urban history proved "disappointing," even this conclusion must be tempered by recognition of the methodological advances it inspired. Moreover, as the books by Blumin and Warner—and many others, to be sure—serve to illustrate, life beyond the new urban history has proven productive. Indeed, speaking at a symposium entitled "The Future of History," Thernstrom aptly reflected upon the subfield's recent past while simultaneously looking to the years ahead. "Although it is sometimes quite difficult to avoid such terms," he observed, "I sometimes think our profession would benefit from a moratorium on the use of adjectives 'new' and 'traditional' as modifiers of the noun 'history.'" \(^{35}\)

What does the immediate future hold? As already suggested, urban history—despite the admonitions of specific agenda setters—will best be served by an environment that encourages diversity. Of course, as Diamond argued so convincingly forty years ago, an overly inclusive definition has its own perils: segmentation and the possibility of fragmentation. Surely nothing would lead more readily to a breach between specialist and generalist.

Hence, the first priority: following the leads of Lampard, Warner, and social scientists long interested in regionalism, attention must be devoted to the historical adaptation of what economists call the urban system. Initially a task for specialists, the result would be a frame of reference and store of data for many consumers. It would include national, regional, metropolitan, and intrametropolitan elements; it would borrow from geography, demography, economics, and sociology for yardsticks of measurement. The sum total, ideally, would provide historians of widely varying urban [and for that matter, nonurban] research concerns with tools to measure and categorize, to compare and contrast, to specify and generalize; most importantly, this framework would make it conducive for those investigating one particular locale to place it within a metropolitan and comparative setting. \(^{36}\)

Another priority—already being fulfilled—is the urban historian's contribution to the formulation of public policy. Several examples of so-called applied or public history can be cited: a special issue of the *Journal of Urban History* contained articles on street pavements, sewage, energy usage, and transportation; studies of transportation in Atlanta, Boston, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New York, and Chicago; a book on public health in Newark; analyses of civic decision-making processes in Pittsburgh, New York City, Birmingham, and three medium-sized Wisconsin cities; a volume of original essays on urban pollution. Beyond the intrinsic value such scholarship holds for academicians, policy studies will attract a new constituency for urban history: government officials, elective and appointive, charged with


\(^{36}\) See note 33. On the examination of cities in aggregated terms, see J. Rogers Hollingsworth and Ellen Jane Hollingsworth, *Dimensions in Urban History: Historical and Social Science Perspectives on Middle-Sized American Cities* (Madison, 1979).
responsibility for managing the nation's cities and metropolitan areas. At least one urban historian—Joel A. Tarr, codirector of the Program in Applied History, Carnegie-Mellon University—has competed successfully for federal funding to underwrite applied research of a retrospective nature.37

A third and final priority—starkly divergent from the progressive ethos which has imbued the subfield—is to bring the substantial, increasingly sophisticated powers of Marxist analysis to American urban history. Historians are conversant, of course, with the significant books by Eugene D. Genovese, the most prolific and respected Marxist scholar in the discipline. Since the mid-1960s his work has profoundly affected, in an immediate sense, the historiography of Afro-American plantation life, while more generally it has influenced the thinking of historians well beyond his specialty, many of whom do not consider themselves Marxists. The highly textured portrayal of black bondage rendered by Genovese—viewed through the filter of class analysis—deserves the thoughtful consideration of those urban historians frustrated by the prevailing left-liberal paradigm of contemporary social science. This is not to assert, foolishly, that one need be a Marxist to qualify as an urban historian; rather, it is to contend that ample room is available for those Marxists, some of whom already are contributing to the literature, offering their unique, sometimes prescient, talents to the study of the urban past.38


By now, of course, urban historians should have steered themselves against new calls to pursue agenda priorities. They will select or cast off advice—to develop a historically informed system of macroanalysis, to examine policy, to welcome Marxist perspectives, to foster cross-disciplinary, social scientific collaboration, to utilize (or sublimate or ignore) quantification, to be narrow specialists, to be generalists, to be literate—based on their individual dispositions. After all, it is worthwhile to remember that not too long ago, practitioners encountered disappointment (if not considerable bewilderment) with the definition of the so-called new urban history associated with Thernstrom. From that they ought to have learned a lesson. Urban historians should be pluralists—in method, substance, ideology, and taste—instead of fastening upon oversimplified, needlessly narrow resolutions to obviously complex research problems.

Retrospect and Prospect. Devotional: The Valley of Vision. Supreme ruler of the visible and invisible worlds, My heart is drawn out to thee for thy amazing grace and condescension. Thou hast kept my conversion fresh before me, that season of my first spiritual comfort when I passed through the Red Sea by a way I did not expect. I rejoiced then for that unthought-of passage, that delivered me from the fear of the Egyptian when I had almost despaired of life. I rejoice now as these things are fresh and lively in my mind. Retrospect and prospect (The World's work, February, 1902)--Conditions determining the naval expansion of the United States (Leslie's weekly, October 2, 1902)--The influence of the South African war upon the prestige of the British empire (The National review, December, 1901)--Motives to imperial federation (The National review and the International monthly, May, 1902).